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Experienced strategist, business development, and investment executive, 

holding multi-disciplinary technology in-depth understanding with proven 

capability to seed and drive business and multi-million USD strategic and 

licensing deals. Senior management member with world-wide experience in 

leading the strategic development and managing multiple business units for Hi-

Tech companies. Master’s degrees in Physics and Mathematics. Before the 

establishment of Vesttoo, Yaniv served as VP Business Development in a number 

of global companies, including Consumer Physics, Goji, CTG Holdings, and 

Poseidon Diving Systems; In addition, while leading the corporate VC of 

Mekorot, Israel’s National Water Company, he personally led 16 different equity 

investments in various startups, including the successful exit of Bacsoft. 

Acquired by Sun Corporation (TYO: 6736). 


Advisory board member for several technology start-ups as well as established 

companies. Holds M.Sc, Finance Engineering, MBA (magna cum laude); B.Sc, 

Economics, Statistics, and Mathematics. Before the establishment of Vesttoo, 

Alon served as a Senior Director at Midroog, the local subsidiary of Moody’s in 

Israel. Alon’s team covered, among others: large scale infrastructure and project 

finance transactions, municipal ratings, finance structures, finance companies, 

and financial institutions, summing over $60B. Alon has developed and 

designed the methodology of a data-driven system that provides an online 

algorithm-based rating for financial instruments. The system was fully adopted 

by the major banks and financial institutions across the board in Israel and 

other financial institutions worldwide. Prior to joining Midroog, Alon worked for 

the Bank of Israel, in several analysis, BI, and financial research positions in the 

banking supervision department, honored by the Excellence award from the 

Israeli Supervisor of Banks. 



Our management team has a diversified professional experience in global business 
development, investments, technology/systems/algorithms, financial engineering, 
reinsurance, credit rating and management


Additional team members include: data scientists, financial engineers, actuaries, product 
managers, project managers, business development, strategy and marketing professionals.
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Chief Executive Officer

Chief Product Officer

Ben has more than 15 years of experience in the research and 

development of multidisciplinary systems. Before the establishment of 

Vesttoo, Ben served as the CTO of Goji, leading the company’s 

technological roadmap development with an emphasis on the 

development of machine learning algorithms for Goji’s offering in the 

consumer and oil & gas verticals. Prior to Goji he managed Wavion’s 

(subsequently acquired by Alvarion) RF System Engineering Group and 

was responsible for the definition, development, and productization, of its 

novel wireless communications technology. 


ben zickel

Chief Technology Officer


